Limb Lengthening and Reconstruction Society website

www.LLRS.org

www.LimbLengtheningSociety.org

“Our Members” Section:

Instructions for adding material: Send following demographic information to llrsweb@splashcreativeink.com

Name:_____________________
Address:__________________________________
Telephone:_________________________________
Email:________________________________________
Website(s):______________________________________
Hospital Affiliation(s):_____________________________________
Short Bio (less than 200 words):_____________________________
Attach jpeg image of you.

“Case History” section:

Send material to llrsweb@splashcreativeink.com

A patient consent is needed. This should be scanned and emailed or mailed to

Caroline Brown
Splash Creative
2574 Sam Cooper Blvd. 1st Floor
Memphis, TN 38112
There are 5 parts to a case history:

- **Title of case:**

- **Surgeon name and city/state.**

- **Preop:** Short narrative (1 paragraph) 2-3 clinical photos and 2-3 radiographs (jpeg images)

- **Postop:** Short narrative (1 paragraph) 2-3 clinical photos and 2-3 radiographs (jpeg images) (Images in frame or in operating room)

- **Followup:** Short narrative (1 paragraph) 2-3 clinical photos and 2-3 radiographs (jpeg images) (Outcome images and photos)

**“Picture” section:**

Send pictures of patients during or after treatment. These could include patients in frames or after treatment doing interesting, fun or sports-oriented activities.

Send material to llrsweb@splashcreativeink.com

A patient consent is needed. This should be scanned and emailed or mailed to

Caroline Brown

Splash Creative

2574 Sam Cooper Blvd. 1st Floor

Memphis, TN 38112
Remove patient names.

Okay to show patient face with consent.

“Testimonial” Section:

Have your grateful patients submit a narrative about their experience and one or two photos.

Patients or you can send material to  llrsweb@splashcreativeink.com